


much or the population or southern lraQ, the event 
1s considered on the one hand the loss or the 
Prophetic legacy but on the other a loss that, In 
unjust circumstances, test1f,ed to truth. Each year, 
during the first ten days or the month Muharram 
and on the twentieth day or the following month 
Safar, enormous public celebrations, collecllvely 
called the IBZlya, which means 'mourning' In 
Arabic, re-stage the pathos or that loss. The 
celebrations consist of various performances 
organized around a popular trad1t1on or elegiac 
poetry, In colloQulal Arabic, called the hussyniyyat 

The poetry Is a lamentation that narrates the 
battle, not as an historical event, occurring In 
a distant past, but as something that has just 
happened, In the tense or the present past. This 
construction or time Implicates its audience as a 
witness. and the alteration or the poetry, from the 
Imperative (lookl) to the first-person Indicative (I), 
executes an Identification between the audience 
and the protagonists or the tragedy. The effect Is 
to re-open the time or the event, and In this way 
to induce a bodily experience or mourning, which 
the performances set up: men march In street 
processions beating their chests to the rhythm of 
the poetry as It Is chanted by a radoud: a pageant 
or horses and costumed characters embodies the 
dramstis personae or the battle: and the killing 
of Husayn and his family is re-enacted In a kind 
of theatre performance held In the street. The 
different rituals arouse In their participants an 
affect that materializes Into a kind or living image, 
a memory-image or both the martyrdom and of the 
truth to which that martyrdom bore witness. 

Hayder's paintings seemed to recreate In the art 
work this hv1ng Image. In a review of the exhibition 
published In the newspaper, sl-Thswra sl-Arabiyya 

(see fig. 1), the artist and poet Ibrahim al-Zayr 
wrote that the paintings· 

stir In the spmt (a/-nafs] that powerful 
rhythm which recurs each year, when the 
remembrance of the martyrdom or Husayn 
comes around, as It does these days. While 
I was at the exhibition, I heard the beat or 
the drums, and I saw In the background 
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the men, boys and children in the mourning 
processions [mouakib] ... In the paintings 
I see the horsemen. the heroes and the 
enemy, I see the summer sun, I see the 
headless martyrs, the sad, tired horses 
which have lost their courageous riders. I 
see the battle In all or Its violence In which 
everything perishes. 

In the paintings or this epic, I take 
assurance and conviction in the truth which 
they express, and that is the lesson or 
the martyr Husayn and his tragedy, which 
affirms that truth Is eternal, and that It will 
be v1ctorious ... 1 

The pa1nt1ngs were based on a poem that Hayder 
had composed, on the one hand keeping with the 
centrality or poetry to the taz,ya, but on the other 
hand breaking with the husayn,yyat, by composing 
a poem In free versa that did not follow the cycle 
or motifs according to which the martyrdom or 
Husayn was traditionally narrated. These motifs 
were drawn from a body or biographical literature 
called the Books of the Dead /Kutub al-Maqatil), 

and they consisted or episodes from the battle 
that dramatized the injustice of the battle.' 
Hayder's poem however traced the profile of 
a single anonymous martyr. Though the poem 
has not survived In Its entirety, It can be partially 

reconstructed from fragments that have, 1n a review 
of the exhibition by Anwar al-Ghasanl (fig. 2):' 

Tell the generations what has happened 
Oh my people 

He wandered with the heart of a martyr 

He Is that structure that will arise anew 
Do you think the knight will one day return? 
That heart or the martyr 
Disappears, disappears only to return 

He is the memory of the encounter 

For it was a battle 
lg 1 lbralwn Slay,, Ma'- Kami 'an Masaa' 81-Husayn· (P� Work n Iha M World A Ill/ho"' Exhob<oon 
on the Tragedy of Husayn), n Bl 1'hawra 111-Anlblyya. 9 May 1965 
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